Spring Term
Term 3, Issue 5

The WHPS Newsletter
FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK
Dear WHPS Family,
We seem to have blinked and found ourselves at the end of week five. The term
has been filled with so many magical moments and I continue to see small miracles on a daily basis as I move around the school and the sports fields.
The Grade 1 production of Pinocchio which took place on Tuesday this week
certainly had, as Mr Neilson so aptly put it, “a major cute factor”. I thought that the
boys did an outstanding job in learning their lines and they showed true enjoyment
on stage. My thanks go to the teachers, Liza van der Westhuizen and Nokuzola
Gololo.
It is hard to believe that the mini sport boys will have their final mini hockey session
for the season tomorrow and Grade 3 to 7 boys only have two weekend fixtures of
hockey remaining. I have enjoyed visiting the various venues and watching our
boys play over the last few weeks.
As you are aware we have begun implementing vehicle entry permits, and I would
like to thank you for your support and understanding during the process so far.
Please would the last few parents collect their permits from reception.
I would like parents to take note of the following events and I encourage you to
attend and support these events:
The Famous WHPS Prawn Braai - this is an annual event hosted by the WHPS Old
Boys and the entire WHPS Family is invited to purchase tickets. It is one of the only
events which combines current parents, past parents, Old Boys and staff, and is
truly an enjoyable evening.
The WHPS HeARTS Exhibition - an opportunity for all parents to enjoy the art that
their sons and daughters have produced this year. I hope that I will see many of
you at the exhibition on Monday, 21 October.
Grasslands Christmas Fun Family Evening - this event is not on our school calendar,
but many of our boys and girls attend Grasslands before they begin at Whippets in
their Grade 000 year. For any families interested in attending the event details are
available at the bottom of this page.
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Have a wonderful weekend.
Mark Whitelaw / Headmaster

GRASSLAND CHRISTMAS FUN FAMILY EVENING
Fri, 29 Nov 2019 | 17h30—21h00 | 63 Nicolson Street
music | foodstalls | tombola | coffee | cycling track (kids
bring bikes) | clothes & gift stalls
Picnic blankets, lanterns & chairs welcome
ENTRANCE FEE - R 20 per family
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DATES TO REMEMBER


19 Oct: WHPS Prawn Braai



21 Oct: HeARTS Exhibition
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INVITATION - WHPS HEARTS EXHIBITION

SCHOOL SHOP REMINDERS
For your convenience, a reminder of the School Shop information.
Trading Hours:

Online Shop:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Click here to shop online.

07:00 - 08:00

07:00 - 08:00

08:00 - 09:00

07:00 - 08:00

07:00 - 08:00

Cricket:

15:30 - 16:30

13:30 - 14:30

13:30 - 14:30

15:30 - 16:30

13:30 - 14:30

Remember to check your son’s White Golf
Shirt, White Shorts and Socks.
Cricket will commence on 21 October 2019.
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WORLD TEACHER’S DAY

They guide us…
They support us…
They inspire us…
They teach us...

GRADE 7 MATHS RELAY
On the 3rd October 2019, our Grade 7 Boys were hosted by DSG for
an evening of Solving Mathematical Problems together with the
Grade 7 Girls from DSG. Although this might sound quite serious
and intimidating, the girls and boys were caught up in the
excitement of the competition and the noise levels within the room
was truly an indication of how much fun the Grade 7’s had!
The boys and girls were randomly placed into groups, which
allowed them to work in collaboration with one another, as well as
enjoy interacting and engaging in conversations. The winning
groups were thrilled when they were announced, but all
participants were congratulated and rewarded for their effort and
attendance.

We extend our thanks to the Mathematics department at DSG for
graciously hosting us and for the planning and preparation that
went into ensuring that the evening was successful. We also thank
Mrs Gina Johnstone and Mr Whitelaw for attending and supporting
this event.
Mrs Theunnisen, Mrs Shaw and Mrs Naidoo / WHPS Teachers
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GRADE 1 PLAY - PINOCCHIO
We open the curtains to a forest
where little urchins and an old man
are picking up firewood. One of them
finds a piece of Cherry wood. This
reminds the old man of a story about
a boy who was made from a special
piece of Cherry wood. This is the story
of Pinocchio, the puppet who came
to life and became a real boy.
In Geppetto’s workshop, we see many
wood pieces and other toys that he
has been making. They too come to
life in their bright and lovely stage
make-up and costumes. Singing sweet
songs that tells us of Pinocchio’s
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adventure and how he in the end has
leant that it is not good to fib and lie.
Our Recorder boys added a new
element to our Grade 1 productions as
they moved smoothly and swiftly into
position and played the Pinocchio
melody companied by the piano. All
the boys worked very hard to put
together such a magical show. We
applaud their continued zest and
passion with regard to Theatre and
performance.
Nokuzola Gololo / Dramatic Arts Teacher

WHIPPETS DRESS UP DAY
What a wonderful way to spend the day! The Whippets truly love and cherish this day and there is no limit to
who, where or what they can be. When they are engaged in dress-up play their imaginations are given
free reign and this is an important key to creative thinking during their adult years. Here’s to all the Whippet
s whose imaginations have not been hardened and constrained by the “realities” of the world. May they
have many more hours of fun dress-up play.
Linene Neilson / Grade 000 Teacher

PIZZA WEDNESDAYS
The Grade 7 boys will be selling pizza at R 10 per
slice on the following days during break to the
Grade 1 to Grade 7 boys.
Dates:
16 Oct

30 Oct

23 Oct

6 Nov
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HOCKEY VS THE RIDGE

Well done to Matthew
Scheepers, who, when The
Ridge were short a player
was happy to put on a bib
and play for them.
#Sportsmanship
#FriendshipThroughSport
#LendingAHand
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WHPS PA CAMP OUT
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